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 There are some things that you just can’t put a dollar value on.  

 For example, there was a constant peal of delight in the air at the Northside Aztlan Community Center as 

Fort Collins performing magician, the Great Loudini, entertained a crowd during the recent Cinco de Mayo 

celebration. And it wasn’t just the laughter of kids. People of all ages were listening to the Great Loudini’s wise-

cracking patter and watching the simple, yet dramatic feats of optical illusion he presented. Most couldn’t help but 

chuckle and be amazed. 

 That’s the power of the arts- it brings people together. And whatever it is that creates a special moment- 

like audience members allowing themselves to believe in magic- it’s priceless.  

 However, the arts do have a price tag. In a nuts and bolts world, it costs hard dollars to produce plays, 

ballets, concerts and exhibitions. Further, it takes even more to create the opportunities for the community to 

experience these artful expressions. Meeting those costs has become the goal of an ambitious collaboration of Fort 

Collins area arts activists who have created a private non-profit organization named Arts Alive: Fort Collins 

Partnership for the Arts. By seeking to become a central arts agency that will take on the task of helping fund the 

arts, Arts Alive is aiming at not only fostering expression, but also helping the city grow in a positive and healthy 

way. 

 “The arts promote pride They are something we can all have in common and they nourish the spirit of our 

town. By promoting the arts, you are promoting quite expressively the role of creativity, beauty and innovation in 

our community,” Arts Alive Board of Directors member Corinne Govan said.  

 Promoting creativity, however, is not an easy task to accomplish, even with motivated desire. Govan is also 

head of public relations and “good deeds” for the Rio Grande Mexican Restaurant and while the business actively 

supports the arts on an individual basis, she has seen first-hand the need for a larger vision in a growing place. 

 “We’re fortunate that as a successful local business that we can give back to the community and we feel 

there’s something in the arts for everyone,” Govan said. “We get a lot of calls for help and it takes time to process 

the requests. A vehicle like Arts Alive is perfect for businesses like us who want to contribute to something we all 

care about and to have the maximum positive impact.” 

 Arts Alive, supported by seed money from the City of Fort Collins, is being set up to solicit grant money 

and private donations into a fund that will in turn distribute resources to area arts groups. The organization has 

developed out of the city-sponsored State of the Arts effort, which solicited ideas from arts lovers and supporters in 

order to create an arts-related plan for the area. But support for Arts Alive has come from more than just city 

government. Also involved are entities such as CSU and the Poudre School District. Add the input of established 

arts groups such as the Fort Collins Symphony and Openstage Theater and Company and the scope of this 

organization’s efforts become apparent- everyone’s artistic health will be affected. 

For businesses and foundations looking for the best place to put their resources, Arts Alive will be a central 

fund serving the arts with careful, long-term planning and a regional view. For arts groups, the Arts Alive concept of 

“collective fundraising” may not only increase the amount of money available for the arts, but it may also increase 

the quality of the art itself. 

“Currently, each individual arts organization is responsible for its own fiscal well-being,” Arts Alive 

Interim Co-ordinator Jennifer Sterling Beccard said. “Most, if not all of them, are underfunded and that ends up 

limiting what they can accomplish. The individual artists become fundraisers and they end up not doing the work 

that they potentially could.” 

The concept is that Arts Alive will offer artists an equal opportunity to benefit from the fund so that the 

community can benefit from increased creative efforts. This is not only good for the soul, but also good for the 

pocketbook. A thriving arts scene creates local economic benefits- ranging from everything from paying a babysitter 

in order to attend a concert to enjoying an appetizing meal before a play- and it encourages community involvement 

and interaction. It might even lead to a new identity for the region. 

“Fort Collins has grown so much but we haven’t really established an identity yet,” Beccard said. “Who 

knows what that might be, but the arts are something that can bring everyone together.”  

More support for the arts also increases educational benefits, which is another focus for Arts Alive. In a 

climate of stressed educational budgets, the group is looking to also help bring the arts to regional youth.  



“Kids today need to have extra activities,” said Arts Alive Board member Connie Montgomery. “It has 

been shown through testing that grade point averages rise along with involvement with the arts. We need to get out 

there and get more involved. Through educational grants, a lot of doors can open with Arts Alive.” 

Montgomery, owner of the Mantooth Company, a special events and marketing business, sees Arts Alive as 

a vital link in helping set up funds for transportation and other expenses involved with bringing art to kids in the 

schools. 

“We need to get kids involved and help them learn something new. If we can help expose children to the 

ballet or a play and we reach even a few of them, it will be worthwhile,” she said. 

The benefits of an active arts scene can be as detailed as educational statistics. Or they may be as simple as 

the broad smile on a child’s face when a performer like the Great Loudini turns a flowing scarf into a long magic 

wand. Lew Wymisner is the Great Loudini as well as the assistant director of the Larimer County Employment and 

Training Services. He is also an enthusiastic Board member with Arts Alive who believes that the costs of 

supporting the arts are not only affordable, but also necessary.  

“People are always thinking that we can’t afford it. We can afford it,” Wymisner said. “We have to strive in 

the arts just like we have to strive for affordable housing and for decent paying jobs. Some people ask how can you 

support this when there are so many other problems like the homeless. But these are all worthy problems that we 

shouldn’t pit against each other. This is going to take some work, but we can do all of it- and we have a 

responsibility to try.” 

     That’s the kind of attitude that gets a group like Arts Alive off of the drawing board and into action. After 

winning an initial grant from the city, Arts Alive is currently forming their permanent board of directors. They have 

already created a working alliance with the Fort Collins Arts Council and they have been comparing arts funding 

models from around the country. Arts Alive is also looking forward to their first fundraising drive and hiring a full-

time executive director. The group expects to offer their first funding session in the late spring of 2000. 


